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Abstract: Ti-6242 is a near alpha titanium alloy, which has excellent high-temperature creep resistance
and is widely used in jet engine compressors. This alloy is susceptible to creep fatigue failure under
dwell loading below 473 K. The existence of microtextured regions (MTRs) contributes significantly
to this fast crack propagation. Mechanical processing in the alpha + beta region has been employed
to eliminate MTRs, but the efficiency depends significantly on the applied strain path. Previous
investigations based on crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) simulations have demonstrated the
relationship between breakdown efficiency and loading direction. Therein, MTRs with regular
geometry and pure initial orientation were used to isolate the effect of loading direction from
initial microstructure. In this paper, the behavior of MTRs with realistic initial microstructure was
investigated using a hierarchical multiscale modeling framework, and the microscale results were
analyzed in detail to understand the behavior of MTRs under different loading conditions. It was
shown that a hierarchical multiscale model with realistic initial microstructure at the microscale can
reflect the influences from different strain paths, initial orientation distributions, and positions of the
region simultaneously. The combined effect of initial orientation distribution and loading direction
on the MTR breakdown efficiency is discussed in detail.
Keywords: titanium; microtextured region; crystal plasticity; multiscale

1. Introduction
Near alpha titanium alloy Ti-6242 (Ti–6Al–2Sn–4Zr–2Mo) is widely used as a primary structural
material in high-pressure compressors of aircraft gas-turbine engines due to its high specific strength
and excellent high-temperature creep resistance [1]. However, this alloy often suffers from reduced
dwell fatigue resistance below 473 K, which is the so-called dwell debit. One major reason for this
behavior is the propagation of cracks through α particles with similar orientations, in particular small
faceted cracks that link up to form a “quasi-cleavage” surface [2]. Early work [3] has shown that α p
particles are refined after α/β processing, but similarly oriented α p particles are still clustered together.
These α particles form so-called microtextured regions (MTR) that consist of neighboring α p particles
with a similarly oriented c axis. In post-mortem observations, it was found that facets cluster along
the fracture surface within the MTR [4], and cracks propagate orders of magnitude faster along the
basal plane of the MTRs compared with traditional fatigue cracks. In another study, the different dwell
fatigue behavior between Ti-6242 and Ti-6246 was explained by the lower slip system activation energy
∆F induced higher strain rate sensitivity in Ti-6242. Due to this rate sensitivity differences, larger creep
strain accumulates in soft-oriented grains of Ti-6242 under dwell fatigue loading, which increases
the stiffness contrast between soft grains and hard grains [5]. In order to improve the dwell fatigue
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performance of Ti-6242, α/β processing is used to eliminate MTRs, but the effect depends significantly
on the strain path [6,7], the morphology of the MTRs [8], and the position of the MTRs within the
billet [9]. Such effects have not been quantified experimentally, mainly due to their coupled nature
and the extensive experiments required to uncover their relative role.
An increasing number of studies have been performed recently on texture evolution during α/β
processing based on mesoscale crystal plasticity simulations. For example, the spatial distribution of
β → α transformation was studied experimentally and computationally [10]. However, only limited
research has been performed on the evolution of clustered α p particles under different processing
conditions. The viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) method was employed to investigate the
relationship between microtexture and macrotexture in Ti–6Al–4V [11]. In another study [12],
the evolution of MTRs under different processing conditions was investigated using the crystal
plasticity finite element method, and an optimal strain path was determined to effectively
eliminate MTRs. Idealized MTRs consisting of two ellipsoid α phase regions embedded in a uniformly
textured matrix were employed, and all α p particles were assumed to have identical initial orientation.
Such idealized MTRs only achieved a qualitative comparison against the experimental measurement,
and multiscale modeling with distributed initial microstructure is required to achieve a better
comparison and prediction.
This paper extends the previous work by considering the distributed nature of α p particles
within MTRs to more precisely capture the morphology evolution of MTRs under different strain
paths. Specifically, the initial orientation distribution and particle size distribution of α p particles
were extracted from the billet material [13]. These distributions were further employed to generate
a statistically equivalent representative volume element (RVE) for the microscale problem of a
hierarchical multiscale modeling framework. The strain histories from selected material points in the
mesoscale simulations were imposed as boundary conditions onto microscale models of clustered
α p particles, and the sharpening or softening of the texture was compared to the initial orientations.
The morphology evolution and misorientation distribution of the α p particles were analyzed in detail.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the numerical simulation setup is briefly
summarized, including the material model, generation of statistically equivalent microstructure,
and high-temperature compression experiment. The hierarchical multiscale modeling framework is
also described in detail. In Section 3, the influence of distributed initial microstructure and the position
effect on the MTR breakdown efficiency is presented and discussed in detail, followed by concluding
remarks in Section 4.
2. Crystal Plasticity Model and Simulation Setup
It was shown previously that the extended Voce constitutive model captures the highly anisotropic
behavior and strain softening response of Ti-6242 observed at 1172 K [12]. These crystal plasticity
constitutive equations and corresponding material parameters are first briefly summarized. The crystal
plasticity material model was implemented in the open-source finite element software WARP3D [14].
More focus is placed on generating a statistically equivalent representative volume element (RVE) for
the billet material based on the experimental measurement [15]. Then, a hierarchical multiscale
modeling framework is introduced, where models of clustered α p particles with representative
microtexture are subjected to various strain histories from 1172 K mesoscale simulations. Lastly,
the high-temperature compression experiment [13] is briefly summarized, which motivates the
current investigation.
2.1. Titanium Crystal Plasticity Model Calibration
In crystal plasticity (CP) theory, plastic strains arise from the motion of dislocations along
preferential slip systems, where b(s) is the slip direction within slip system (s), and n(s) is the unit
normal of the slip plane. Ti-6242 contains α phase, which is hexagonal close packed (HCP) and β phase
which is body-centered cubic (BCC), and the volume percentage of α phase is about 75% at 1172 K.
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The reduced symmetry of the HCP lattice gives rise to dislocation motion along slip systems with
highly disparate resistances.
In the RVE, only α phase material model is used based on the following considerations. First,
the volume percentage of α phase is about 75% at the processing temperature [15]; thus, it is assumed
that α phase controls the microstructure evolution. Second, α p particles are usually embedded in
a small fraction of the β matrix, and the high stiffness contrast between α p particles and β matrix
introduces numerical issues. Additionally, we focused on the interaction between two adjacent α p
particles and the misorientation evolution within each region in conjunction with [12]. Therefore,
the pure α simulation was assumed to be representative of the billet material, and at the same time,
it avoids numerical issues.
The Voce model was adopted for the α phase to relate the plastic slip rates γ̇(s) , the resolved
applied shear stress τ (s) = b(s) σn(s) , and the critical slip resistance g(s) [16]. The slip rate γ̇(s) on each
slip system s was taken as a power law expression involving the resolved shear stress τ (s) and the slip
resistance g(s) :
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Strain softening is observed above 1172 K, and the material parameters of the model were
calibrated accordingly using a homogenized iso-strain finite element model [12]. Three slip system
families were considered: basal h112̄0i{0001}, prismatic h112̄0i{101̄0}, and 1st order pyramidal
h112̄3i{101̄0}. The ratio of slip system strengths was held fixed at 1 : 0.67 : 3.0 according to the
material response measured by Semiatin and Bieler [8]. The previously calibrated material parameters
( j)

( j)

are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The units of g̃( j) , h0 , and g0 are MPa; the other parameters are unitless.
The transversely isotropic elastic constants were adjusted from the room temperature values in [16] to
match the bulk stress–strain curve at higher temperature [13] while maintaining their relative ratio.
Table 1. Elasticity constants of Ti-6242 in the material coordinates (1172 K).
C11 (GPa)

C33 (GPa)

C12 (GPa)

C13 (GPa)

C44 (GPa)

C66 (GPa)

132.8

159.4

76.56

67.19

39.84

28.12

Table 2. Crystal plasticity parameters for Ti-6242 α p particles at 1172 K.

−1

γ̇0 (s )
g̃ (MPa)
h0 (MPa)
g0 (MPa)
n
r
m

Basal

Prismatic

Pyramidal

0.12
69.38
4.69
68.08
0.14
0.30
0.20

0.12
46.25
9.72
54.46
0.15
0.29
0.20

0.12
208.13
28.22
163.4
0.15
0.29
0.20

2.2. Statistically Equivalent Microstructure
A statistically equivalent representative volume element (RVE) was generated as the microscale
model for hierarchical multiscale modeling. The initial orientation distribution and α p particle
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size distribution were prescribed from typically observed texture components in Ti-6242 [15,17,18].
An equivalent orientation distribution function (ODF) was calculated based on the EBSD (electron
backscatter diffraction) measurement using the open source software MTEX [19]. The input texture
was a 1.0× intensity fiber plus a 1.5× intensity unimodal component each with 7.5 degree half-width.
Figure 1 compares the pole intensity and bandwidth of the ODF. Then, the initial orientation of all
the α p particles in the microscale finite element model are instantiated from the simulated ODF to
reflect particular microtexture components of the billet material, where the principal orientations of
the unimodal components are discussed in Section 2.3. The average MTR size and α p particle size were
also taken from the EBSD measurement [15], and grain shapes were generated based on a grain growth
simulation. The average MTR diameter of the 209 mm diameter samples used in the high-temperature
compression experiment [13] was 196 µm in the radial direction, while the average α p particle diameter
was 10 µm in the radial direction [15]. In the mesoscale model, the MTR diameter is 300 µm, while
the finite element edge length is 1.7 µm. Further, it was assumed that the α p particles are equiaxed,
which depends on the previous α/β processing parameters and was observed experimentally [20].
Since the crystal plasticity material model (1) is not size-dependent, the MTR and α p particle size in the
simulation will not significantly influence the numerical results as long as the RVE contains a sufficient
number of grains.
RD

(a)

EBSD

TD

TD

RD

(b)

CP

RD

TD

RD

TD

0001

15.964
12.101
9.173
6.953
5.271
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1.000
-1.321

ത
1010

Figure 1. Generation of statistically equivalent orientation distribution function. (a) Typical measured
texture in MTR in related alloy Ti–6Al–4V [21], with permission from author, 2009; (b) model input
texture (primary orientation depends on parent MTR). In the current figure and the pole figures that
follow, the color map denotes the texture component strength times random.

2.3. Hierarchical Multiscale Modeling Framework
At the mesoscale, highly resolved finite element models were developed with 100 × 100 × 100
linear hexahedral finite elements for a cube with 0.5 mm edge length. Within the center of the 3D cell
model, two MTRs with pure initial orientation were placed in close proximity; surrounding elements
contained a random texture. The 3D cell model was simulated under prescribed constant strain
rate imposed as a uniform displacement increment on one face of the cube. The true strain rate is
ε̇ = 9 × 10−3 s−1 , and an average true strain of 0.51 was reached. In the 209 mm radius billet material,
the extrusion fiber texture is not obvious, while MTRs have already formed [15]. Two typical MTR
orientations were extracted based on experimental observations [17,18], which also exist in the pole
figures of the 209 mm radius billet material [15]. Then, high-temperature compression experiments
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were performed on specimens from this billet material, against which we compared our hierarchical
multiscale model. Two specific compression directions with respect to the extrusion texture were
considered. In Figure 2a, the compression direction is parallel to the normal direction (ND) of the
rolling billet and will be referred to as the ND compression case later. In Figure 2b, the compression
direction is 45◦ to the rolling direction (RD) and ND and will be referred to as the 45◦ compression case
later. RD, ND, and TD (transverse direction) were determined such that the ND pole figures coincided
with the experimental measurement [17,18]. Note that both the compression direction and MTR
orientation were changed in the mesoscale simulations, such that the uniaxial compression boundary
condition can be conveniently applied, and the angle between the MTR axis and compression axis is
the same as in the high temperature compression experiment [13,15].

(a)

x, RD

(b)

z, ND
y, TD

x

z
y, TD

Figure 2. Morphology and initial orientation of the mesoscale microtexture regions (MTRs).
(a) Compression along the normal direction (z axis). (b) Compression along the diagonal direction
(x axis). For both cases, the red region is MTR 1 and the blue region is MTR 2.

For the mesoscale simulations shown in Figure 2, each MTR is approximated using idealized
geometry and pure initial orientation. The relative orientation of the compression direction and the
MTR orientation are also shown in the figure. The orientation relation between two MTRs is set to
follow the experimental results [17,18]. For the ND compression case (Figure 1a), the initial Bunge
Euler angles are (0◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ) for MTR 1 and (0◦ , 90◦ , 0◦ ) for MTR 2. For the 45◦ compression case
(Figure 1b), the initial Euler angles are (45◦ , 0◦ , 0◦ ) for MTR 1 and (45◦ , 90◦ , 0◦ ) for MTR 2. It was
observed that the CPFE simulation is qualitatively comparable to the EBSD measurement where
the c-axis is concentrated and the (101̄0) pole figure is scattered after compression [12]. However,
the influence of the initial orientation distribution within the MTR was not captured in the mesoscale
simulation. These mesoscale results motivate and guide the microscale models conducted in this paper.
Actual MTRs in Ti-6242 contain many α p particles with similar but distinct c-axis alignment.
Therefore, we were interested to study if the initially heterogeneous makeup of an MTR, when
deformed according to the mesoscale finite element simulations, would exhibit a similar texture
evolution. Thus, a microscale model was generated with 75 hexahedral elements along each edge
and a log-normal distribution of grain sizes consisting of voxels, as shown in the red-blue cube in
the center of Figure 3, containing about 800 particles. A lognormal distribution of 3D spheres was
generated using a mean diameter of 10 voxels and standard deviation σ = 0.75, estimating the number
of spheres required to reach a volume fraction of 0.5 in the 75 × 75 × 75 voxel box. Each sphere was
then grown until it impinged on another sphere using a Monte Carlo sampling technique to maintain
the equal rates of growth in all directions (i.e., maintaining a spherical aspect ratio). The average
lattice orientation of the microscopic RVE problem was chosen to agree with the selected point from the
mesoscale MTR, shown by the dots on the red-blue ellipsoid. Disorientation distribution with respect
to the average α p particle orientation is crucial to precisely characterize the breakdown efficiency of
each MTR. The equivalent orientation distribution function was generated based on the local pole
figure within MTR [17,18,21], and it was assumed that the scattering is only slightly dependent on the
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mean MTR orientation [21]. For the re-generated ODF, both peak intensity and half-width were similar
to the local EBSD measurement, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, it is believed that the microscale α p
particle orientation is equivalent to the experimentally measured MTRs.

Point A
Point B
Point C

MTR 1

MTR 2

Figure 3. Description of microscale model of α particles within MTR subjected to strain path from
individual finite elements at mesoscale; input texture contains fiber texture about mesoscale c-axis.
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Compression simulations were performed for six strain histories, taken from points in the ND
and 45◦ compression mesoscale models. Finite elements were selected along the MTR center line
at positions shown in Figure 3, and the deformation gradients were extracted and used to generate
periodic boundary conditions to apply at the microscale. The sample points were considered to be
representative, where the outside point reflects the MTR–matrix interaction, the midpoint reflects
the evolution within the MTR, and the near-interface location reflects the MTR–MTR interaction.
Strain histories from three points are given in Figure 4 for the ND compression case and Figure 5 for
the 45◦ compression case, showing that the transverse axial strains as well as the shear strains are
distinct. Therefore, the displacement boundary conditions of the microscale problems differ from
those of mesoscale analyses (uniaxial compression). It was observed that the strain history depends
mildly on the position within each MTR, especially the transverse components and shear components.
Such dependence may also influence the behavior of local misorientation distribution as well as
breakdown efficiency of the MTRs. These varying strain paths for the microscale model help to study
the effect of mild strain path changes to the resulting texture evolution. One benefit of the hierarchical
multiscale modeling is that the mesoscale heterogeneity and microstructure distribution can be
considered simultaneously within acceptable computational cost compared with other homogenization
techniques [22,23].
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Figure 4. Green–Lagrange strain history of selected mesoscale MTR points in the normal direction
(ND) compression simulation. Point positions are extracted from Figure 3.
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Figure 5. Green–Lagrange strain history of selected mesoscale MTR points in the 45◦ compression
simulation. Point positions are extracted from Figure 3.

2.4. High-Temperature Compression Experiment
The experimental procedures from References [13,15] are briefly summarized, which motivate the
initial microstructure in our simulation. The initial state of the extrusion billet material can be found
in Reference [15], where equiaxed MTRs are observed. The specimens taken from the mid-radius
position of an extrusion billet were used for the high-temperature compression experiments, which
were performed at 1172 K with a true strain rate of 0.1/s. The compression directions of the specimens
were varied with respect to the billet axis to investigate the effect of loading direction on the MTR
evolution. The morphology and orientation distribution of the MTRs were characterized by EBSD after
the compression. Corresponding CPFE simulations were performed later to explain the experimental
observation and to predict the optimal loading direction [12]. Details of the experiments can be found
in Reference [13].
3. Results and Discussion
The effect of loading direction on the MTR breakdown efficiency was investigated previously
at the mesoscale only [12], and the MTR breakdown efficiency was quantified using the average
misorientation within each region. Actually, the MTR breakdown efficiency varies within each region
and is also affected by the initial microstructure, both of which can be captured by the hierarchical
multiscale modeling simultaneously. In this section, the misorientation evolution from microscale
RVE models was first compared with mesoscale idealized models to illustrate the effect of initial
microstructure on the breakdown efficiency. Then, the breakdown efficiency as a function of strain
history across points in the mesoscale MTR was studied in detail.
3.1. Comparison between Idealized MTR and Statistically Equivalent MTR
The pole figures are shown in Figure 6 illustrating the texture within the idealized microtextured
regions in the mesoscale models before and after the compression. Initially, all the finite elements
within an MTR have a single orientation, denoted by a magenta dot in Figure 6b. After the applied
matrix compression, the ND compression case in Figure 6a exhibits scattering disorientation within
each MTR, while the 45◦ load case in Figure 6b exhibits a bulk rotation of the crystal lattice in almost
all of the MTR elements. This texture evolution of the idealized MTR at the mesoscale is compared
with the microscale simulation results below. A more extensive analysis of the idealized MTR behavior
was performed in Reference [12], including the matrix texture evolution, changes in MTR morphology,
accumulation of plastic strain, etc. The present mesoscale simulations produced essentially similar
results to those documented trends.
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Figure 6. Mesoscale pole figures of each MTR after compression (T = 1172 K, ε = 0.51). (a) ND
compression; (b) 45◦ compression.

The ND compression case exhibits a softening of the texture components from the initial condition,
as shown in Figure 7. The first MTR has its c-axis parallel to the loading direction, and the orientation
spread increases from 15◦ to 30◦ in the (0001) pole figure after 50% strain. In this region, the (0001)
pole figure is obviously scattered as a result of the pyramidal slip system activity. This scatter is limited
by the ability to generate plastic deformation, which is consistent with the previous study [12]. In the
second MTR, the intensity of the (101̄0) pole figure also reduces by a factor of two, and the smearing
of the unimodal to a fiber texture is also present for both strain histories. This behavior agrees with the
mesoscale model with the ideal initial orientation in Figure 6 that develops an orientation gradient; thus,
orientation instability does not require a single perfect orientation but can be triggered in imperfect
textures as well. This is analogous to column buckling/bifurcation in structures, where the critical
applied force inducing large deflection of the column closely agrees for both perfect and imperfect
initial conditions. It is also observed that the behavior of the local lattice rotation is less dependent on
the position, since MTR2 point B and point C have similar lattice rotation and distribution. This inverse
orientation distribution is visualized through Figure 8, comparing the inverse pole figure plotted on
the microstructure in the undeformed and deformed states. Misorientation visibly develops within
certain grains.
Figure 8 shows the local inverse pole figure (IPF) map of point A of the ND compression case,
where the basal plane is perpendicular to the compression direction. The IPF map shows α p particle
orientations with respect to the z-axis (compression direction). After compression, the (101̄0) pole
figure is evenly distributed around the c-axis, which is consistent with the mesoscale simulation in
Figure 6 using idealized geometry and pure initial orientation. It was observed that after compression,
there are two α p particles whose c-axis rotates towards the compression direction, which is not
observed in the mesoscale simulation. The major reason for this c-axis rotation is the activation of
basal slip systems in these two α p particles, while only prismatic slip systems are activated in the
corresponding mesoscale simulation. In the realistic microstructure as shown in the microscale RVE
problem, the initial orientation is distributed. For some α p particles, the c-axis is not perpendicular to
the compression direction, such that the basal slip systems can be activated during the compression.
Such initial orientation distribution may increase the rotation of c-axis towards the compression
direction during the deformation process.
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Deformed

MTR2 Pt. C

MTR2 Pt. B

MTR1 Pt. A

Initial

Figure 7. Microscale texture development during uniaxial ND compression simulation. Texture
components soften in both MTRs, and unstable orientation is apparent in MTR2.
Initial configuration
Slice through mid-plane

Deformed configuration
Slice through mid-plane

y
z

x

z direction

1010

1010
0o compression
MTR 2 Point A

Figure 8. Microscale spatial inverse pole figure of MTR2 (c-axis perpendicular to loading) before
and after compression. The point corresponds to point A of region 2 in Figure 9, where an evenly
distributed (101̄0) pole figure is observed. The hexagon represents the average orientation of the α p
particles, and two α p particles with rotating c-axis are circled.
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By contrast, the resulting texture evolution for 3 points in the 45◦ load case is shown in Figure 9
through pole figures. Initially, the texture possesses the 7.5 degree half-width components. After
deformation, the lattice rotation is obvious, but the breakdown efficiency is very limited. In the
deformed microscale pole figure, the initially distributed α p particles become concentrated after
compression, while the mesoscale results in Figure 6 remain concentrated both before and after
loading. Additionally, the lattice rotation seems to be independent of the local position, since both
point B and point C have similar lattice rotation and distribution. For both MTR 1 and MTR 2, which
have different initial orientations, the texture sharpens to produce higher peak intensities. Thus,
the c-axis orientation of neighboring crystallites is expected to come closer together as the applied
strain increases. This indicates that for the 45◦ compression case, both MTRs are in a stable orientation,
which is consistent with the previous study based on the divergence of the lattice rotation velocity [12].
The second MTR particularly intensifies, where the initial fiber texture is almost entirely converted to
a unimodal component. Thus, this loading direction is very ineffective at breaking down the initial
microtexture. Further, dependence of lattice rotation on the strain path for MTR 1 is fairly mild,
according to the similarity of points A and B. Bulk rotation of the MTR is also evident from the motion
of the peaks by about 15–30◦ .

Deformed

MTR2 Pt. C

MTR1 Pt. B

MTR1 Pt. A

Initial

Figure 9. Microscale texture development during 45◦ compression simulation. Texture components
sharpen in both MTRs, and bulk rotation of texture components is evident.

To further compare the microscale and mesoscale simulations, Figure 10 presents the evolution
of the average stress components in the longitudinal and transverse directions for selected material
points. The mesoscale stress values are reported from the same finite element as was used to provide
the effective strain history for the corresponding microscale model. The microscale stress values
are integrated and averaged across the entire RVE (see Figure 3). The finer length scales resolved
in the microscale models produce a slightly softer response (i.e., lower longitudinal stress for the
same applied strain) compared to the mesoscale. Lastly, the ND compression of MTR 1 reveals a 50%
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greater longitudinal stress compared to the 45◦ compression case, attributed to the higher resistance
of the pyramidal slip systems that are solely activated in the ND case [12]. Note that each MTR at
the mesoscale is surrounded by a random textured matrix that can transmit a locally higher stress,
while the overall mesoscale cell carries a similar stress level for each loading case.
45o compression, MTR 1, Point A

ND compression, MTR 1, Point A
(a)

(b)

σzz Microscale

45o compression, MTR 2, Point C
(c)

σzz Mesoscale

σxx Microscale

×

σxx Mesoscale

Figure 10. Local stress–strain curve comparison between mesoscale and microscale results.

3.2. Disorientation Evolution of Statistically Equivalent MTR
The texture breakdown in the microscale simulations was quantified through the disorientation
curves given in Figure 11. Disorientation was measured with respect to the mean orientation of
the simulated domain. In the legends for the microscale, “M” denotes which MTR (1 or 2) and “P”
denotes which point (A, B, or C). The curves in the left plots correspond to the mesoscale simulations,
highlighting the large disorientation for the ND compression case and the small disorientations in the
45◦ compression case. In the latter, the disorientation from the microscale model shows a reduction in
disorientation between the initial (Init) and final (Fin) configuration; the peak has shifted to the left and
intensified. Moreover, the final frequency distribution is smoother than the initial condition, which is
true in all cases. These observations suggest that although the volume averaged stress–strain response
is similar between mesoscale and microscale simulations, local lattice rotation can be well represented
only in microscale simulations where a realistic initial microstructure is constructed. By contrast,
the ND compression case shows a spreading of the disorientation distribution and a reduction in
the peak, showing effective breakdown. Additionally, the dependence of the behavior with respect
to the strain path (comparing the blue and black curves) is a bit larger. Crucially, for all loading
cases, the trends in disorientation evolution are consistent between the microscale and mesoscale
counterparts, such that relative degrees of breakdown efficiency can be assessed from the less expensive
mesoscale simulations.
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Figure 11. Disorientation with respect to mean orientation in MTR: Initial and final curves for ND
compression, and initial and final curves for 45◦ compression.

4. Conclusions
A high-temperature compression experiment on Ti-6242 at 1172 K with strain rate 0.009 s−1
was simulated using the crystal plasticity finite element method to investigate the effect of applied
strain path on the evolution of microtextured regions (MTRs). A hierarchical multiscale modeling
framework was designed to explicitly incorporate the geometry of both MTRs and α p particles, which
belong to two different length scales. Strain histories extracted from locations within the MTR of
the mesoscale simulations served as the boundary conditions of the microscale simulations, where
the initial orientation distribution and grain size distribution were incorporated. Morphology and
misorientation evolution of MTRs under different compression directions were characterized and
discussed in detail. Major conclusions are summarized as follows:
1.

2.

3.

While the c-axis parallel loading of the MTR produced the largest breakdown, the efficiency was
limited by its resistance to plastic deformation. When the compression direction was parallel to
the basal plane, orientation scattering around the c-axis was obvious, but the c-axis remained
similarly oriented.
The stability of MTRs under different loading directions can be captured by the microscale
simulation with distributed initial orientation. More specifically, the scattering of the c-axis was
observed in the ND compression case, and the lattice rotation and sharpening was observed in
the 45◦ compression case.
The initial position of the microscale simulation within the mesoscale model had minor influence
on the microstructure evolution in both the ND compression case and the 45◦ compression
case. Therefore, the variations in stress and strain states near the MTR–MTR and MTR–matrix
interfaces compared to the MTR interior had little influence on the relative breakdown efficiency
at 1172 K.

In this paper, the morphology and misorientation evolution of MTRs under different loading
directions were investigated using a hierarchical multiscale modeling framework. The material model
in this paper was calibrated against compression experiments conducted at 1172 K, with a strain rate
of 0.009 s−1 . Other factors, including temperature and strain rate, will be investigated in future work
when mechanical properties of the β phase are characterized at higher temperature under multiple
strain rates. Further, a concurrent multiscale modeling framework will be constructed to capture
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these two factors simultaneously, aiming at providing practical processing parameters to eliminate
the MTRs.
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